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XII. ACA WSO LITERATURE
A. ACA WSO Literature Policy
ACA WSO has an open literature policy. This means that ACA groups have the right to use
nonconference approved literature, conditional upon their group conscience and that various
other considerations are taken into account, e.g., that the ACA 12 Traditions are used as their
guideline, etc.
WSO conference-approved literature should be easily understood and give individuals
practical help in grasping and working the ACA program. ACA literature should support
emotional sobriety, selflove, and gentle reparenting.
All ACA conference-approved literature carries the ACA logo and copyright. ACA literature
may not be copied, reproduced, or redistributed, except as permitted in sub-section I below.
B. Literature Development
Additional explanation of the WSO literature development process, including a submission
address, is available on the WSO website.
Generally, ACA literature is any book, trifold, booklet, or other format (including ebooks and
audio books) that communicates information relevant to ACA recovery and can be
individually purchased or downloaded.
Any ACA member or group is invited to submit proposals at any time to create or revise ACA
literature. Proposals also may come from the WSO Board and Literature Committee itself.
Development, evaluation, design and publication of new literature can take years to
complete. Evaluation also involves a wide range of ACA members and viewpoints. In
proposing new ACA literature, an author should be motivated by service, and surrender any
notion of personal ownership.
C. Submitting Literature Proposals
Except for trifolds, which can be submitted in their entirety, initial proposals for new
literature should be brief and should not include a full manuscript. For textbooks or
workbooks, an outline and a maximum of 1-2 chapters is encouraged. A cover note, with
contact information, should answer these questions:
1. How is the proposal different from existing ACA literature?

2. What fellowship recovery need does the proposal address? And is there any specific
audience that the literature is intended to reach?
3. Is it best described as a tri-fold, a small booklet, a textbook/workbook, a workshop guide,
or something else?
4. Who is the author or team of authors?
When an individual or group submits a piece of literature to WSO, they must sign a release
form that gives WSO the right to make changes and/or include it in a larger publication.
Where space permits, the originating group or individual will be given credit in an
acknowledgement section.
D. Evaluating Literature Proposals
Proposals are placed in a queue, which is periodically updated, and evaluation priorities are
determined based on perceived benefit to ACA’s broad global fellowship. This includes
budget considerations and whether the needs of non-English-speaking ACAs are being met.
1.

2.

Fellowship Submissions: The Literature Committee, aided by the Literature Evaluation
subcommittee, will evaluate submissions and determine their viability for Board
consideration. Evaluators may communicate directly with the authors to ask questions
and propose suggested revisions and publication strategies. An item also may be placed
in the Best Practices section of the ACA website so that the fellowship may have an
opportunity to experiment with proposed literature and give feedback.
Internal Development: The Literature Committee may add a literature piece to the queue
based on feedback from the fellowship. The Literature Committee will assign an author,
and consult with the evaluation subcommittee during development.

E. Literature Evaluation and Approval
1. General
Regardless of whether a proposal is submitted directly to the Literature Committee,
approved as an ABC motion or ballot measure, or developed internally by ACA WSO, all
Literature projects must go through the same evaluation and approval process before they
may be considered Conferenceapproved literature. This process includes a documented,
in-depth fellowship review (fellowship review mode) period, and revision process overseen
by the Literature Committee.
a. Projects submitted to the Literature Committee will be assessed by the Literature
Evaluation subcommittee, in accordance with criteria posted on the ACA WSO literature
pages. Authors will be notified whether a project is considered suitable for publication.
Under the Right of Petition, they may ask the Literature Committee for further
consideration.
b. A favorable ABC vote on a new proposal, such as one submitted through a ballot
measure, is an approval of the concept, not approval of the literature. Such a vote directs
the Literature Committee to form a development team, to move the project to possible
publication and eventual Conference approval. The development team would include the
author(s) or backers of the ballot measure if they choose to participate.

c. If the Board of Trustees determines that a project referred by the ABC is not appropriate
for publication, the Literature Committee will notify the project’s proposers and report
this to the next ABC. ABC Delegates may accept the Board of Trustees' decision or direct
ACA WSO to continue development of the project.
d. Projects developed internally by ACA WSO will be assessed by the Literature Evaluation
subcommittee for their suitability for publication. Revisions will be suggested or
implemented as needed to advance the project.
e. Once a project is considered ready for fellowship review, it will be forwarded by the
Literature Committee to the ACA WSO Board of Trustees with a recommendation that a
publishing budget and release schedule be set.
2. Fellowship Review and Revisions
The most important evaluation of any new ACA literature being developed is performed by
the fellowship at large. New literature projects will be made available to the fellowship for six
months to three years of fellowship review. During fellowship review mode, ACA WSO may
sell paper and digital copies of the publication, prominently identifying the project as a
fellowship review mode version that is not yet Conference approved. The fellowship at large
is encouraged to read and use the publication as it would any other ACA WSO literature. An
accessible online feedback system, along with clear, prominent instructions will be provided
to submit written feedback to ACA WSO.
The Literature Evaluation subcommittee will review all collected feedback, and at the end of
the review period, it will assess whether the publication is of value to fellowship recovery. It
also will make any needed revisions based on feedback.
Once the fellowship review mode is complete, the Literature Evaluation subcommittee will
submit the completed manuscript, as well as a report on fellowship feedback and any
significant edits made as a result, to the Board of Trustees. If the Board of Trustees decides
not to forward the publication to the ABC for final Conference approval, it will notify the next
ABC. ABC Delegates may accept the Board of Trustees' decision or direct ACA WSO to
continue development of the project.
3. Final Conference Approval
Each year, the Board of Trustees will determine by the January teleconference what literature
it is forwarding to the ABC for final Conference approval. Electronic access to each
publication will be added to the ABC web page, and to the ABC delegate binder, so that
delegates may access the publication at no cost. WSO will give delegates no-cost access to
each publication in advance of the ABC. The Literature Committee and Board of Trustees will
submit a statement of the publication’s purpose to ABC delegates, along with a report
documenting fellowship at large feedback and resulting revisions.
The Literature Committee will host an information session regarding projects that will be
submitted to the Conference, and will invite registered ABC delegates to attend this meeting.
Delegates are strongly encouraged to familiarize themselves with new literature projects
before voting on whether to grant Conference approval.

Final Conference approval, based on extensive fellowship review, affirms that a piece of
literature reflects the experience of the fellowship at large and is considered helpful to ACA
members and groups in furthering recovery. Because of its unique status,
Conference-approved projects will feature a specified labeling and logo use, to clearly
distinguish them from other ACA WSO literature projects. Even after conference approval is
granted, the fellowship may continue to send comments and request additional revisions.
Further information is available in the “Logos Use for Literature Projects” section of the
literature policy.
F. Digital Literature
Digital literature may be considered in addition to, or in place of, hard copy publication. This
decision will be made as part of the overall publication, pricing and distribution plan.
Where a digital format is approved, Literature Committee special workers will make all
needed preparations for selling e-publications online. The Literature Chair reports the sales
and royalties to the Treasurer and accountant, as well as report the sales volume in the
Literature Committee Monthly Report.
G. Policy for reproduction and/or distribution of WSO Books and
Literature
This policy provides general guidance regarding this topic.
All ACA WSO books and literature have been copyrighted and the initial point of supply/sale
must
be through WSO. The resale of purchased books and literature is authorized without further
restrictions.
NOTE: Sections of WSO-sanctioned translations in development may be reproduced for use
within a meeting. Such copies must have a watermark that says property of ACA WSO and
may not be sold to anyone or distributed outside of meetings.
1. ACA WSO Copyrighted Books: Any reproduction of these books in whole or in part is not
authorized except as described below for use within ACA meetings.
Registered ACA groups may only reproduce limited extracts of up to 5 pages for use
within their meeting. ACA members and visitors should be encouraged to purchase their
own copy of these books for their personal use.
2. Tri-folds: WSO tri-folds are available for free download from the adultchildren.org
website. Reproduction is authorized for use in ACA groups as well as for general outreach
purposes. Counseling and related facilities are also authorized to reproduce our tri-folds
for free distribution to their patients and their extended practice.

3. ACA Booklets: Reproduction of these items in whole or in part is not authorized except as
described below for use within ACA meetings.
Registered ACA meetings and Intergroups are authorized to make copies for use within
their meeting on a limited basis. Such copies may not be distributed outside of a
meeting.
ACA Group Websites: Except in the case of resale of books and materials, WSO requests that
group websites direct users to www.adultchildren.org for purchase and/or download of ACA
copyright materials. In no case should any website provide any WSO copyrighted material for
download that is not otherwise available for free download.
H. Translations of WSO Books and Literature
The WSO encourages ACA members to translate our literature into their native languages as
an outreach to their community and local ACA meetings. However, such translations must be
in accordance with policies established by the WSO. Those involved in such translations must
sign a translation agreement acknowledging that the copyright and ownership of the
translations are to be the property of WSO. In no case will such translations attempt to blend
the ACA message with any non-WSO approved books or materials. Procedures and guidance
will be provided by the WSO to ensure such translations are accurately translated and retain
the message of the source copyright materials.
Additional guidance on translation is available on the Literature Committee section of the
website Repository, and from the Literature Committee staff.

I. Logo Use for Literature Projects

Final Conference approval reflects a unique
consensus of endorsement—including the
fellowship at large, ABC Delegates, and the Board
of
Trustees.
Therefore,
a
prominent,
center-placement of the ACA WSO logo on
publication covers, and on introductory pages, is
reserved only for Conference-approved literature.
At times ACA WSO will choose to place the logo
elsewhere on the cover. The inside publication
page will detail the Conference approval date.
Where both have occurred, the literature will be
labeled “Fellowship Reviewed and Conference
Approved.” Literature that has not undergone
fellowship review, or received Conference
approval, should avoid any language, logo, or other

usages that in any way resemble the distinct labeling authorized for publications that have met these
standards.

